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Fast Cars & Fast Dates - Speed Dating Singles Event @ the Milwaukee Auto
Show
Milwaukee Singles Speed Date with Pre-Dating.com Inside Cars on Display @
the Auto Show

February 25, 2011 -- In what may be a first of it's kind, Pre-Dating Speed Dating,
the largest speed dating service in the US for busy single professionals will be
holding a unique dating event at the Milwaukee Auto Show where singles will
meet one another inside the various cars on display at the Auto Show on March
3rd at the Frontier Airlines Center.
After each short "pre-date" lasting about 4 minutes each, the men will exit a car
and move to the next car over to meet another prospective date. Whether they
talk about the car's features or what they are looking for in a relationship or both
is up to them, but one thing's for sure, no one should be at a loss for words while
sitting inside the likes of the 2011 GM cars.
While it remains to be seen if that "new car smell" will act as a pheromone to
create any increase in the match rate (Pre-Dating's attendees average a 70%
match rate), attendees are sure to have a lot of fun. Pre-Registration for the
speed dating is required and is only $35 which includes admission to the auto
show (a $10 value).
Interested singles looking to rev up their social life and accelerate their dating
success can register online at www.Pre-Dating.com or call Martine, PreDating's Milwaukee speed dating event coordinator at 608-218-4548 or PreDating's national customer service line at 1-877-iPreDate.
Pre-Dating Speed Dating, Inc. is a National Singles Dating events company.
Originally founded in 2001, Pre-Dating.com has continued to hold the most
speed dating events every month in over 70 cities across America. Numerous
relationships and marriages have been established as a result of meeting other
singles at these fun and exciting events. Before you Date, Pre-Date!
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